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Try to imagine yourself as an older Republican. (Obviously you are white and you

have a penis.) You have long believed R's to be the responsible ones, the moral

ones, the ones who will do the right thing even when it's hard.

You remember your heroes: Eisenhower and Reagan, the Bush's? Right? You knew that they would "take care of us" while

all the crazy tree huggers and hippies wanted to buy the world a Coke and and give all your money to poor people and

immigrants!

...and how was THAT gonna teach them to pull themselves up by the boot straps and make something of themselves like

YOU DID??

After all, this is the land of opportunity, RIGHT? Everyone has the same chance to be successful and PROSPEROUS,

right???

You did it all with NO HELP--ALL BY YOURSELF, DIDN'T YOU. I mean, the G.I. Bill didn't do all that MUCH!

Rich people were taxed at 70%, and that was OK with you because you weren't one. *YET*

Just because the cost of living was MINISCULE compared to now, and you got a spiffy new job with a company car and paid

health insurance, and a freaking house you BOUGHT ALL BY YOURSELF for 25 thousand freaking dollars,

...and you had no damn cell phone bill!! You didn't have to PAY to watch TELEVISION, gas was $.40 a gallon, HELL, you

could even drive around with a BEER in the evenings. Take your kids on a "ride" to look at the rich people's neighborhoods,

because YOU were gonna be there too,

REALLY SOON! RIGHT??

In fact, things were going SO WELL, for SO LONG, you almost didn't even need to pay attention to POLITICS! BECAUSE

REPUBLICANS ALWAYS DO THE RIGHT THING! They are the "Moral Majority" and things will be SO MUCH EASIER for

you if you just

I mean--GET THE FUCK IN LINE and fly right! 

 

JESUS! THIS IS NOT THAT HARD. 
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JUST DO IT. FFS!! 

Have some SELF-DISCIPLINE!!! 

 

Well. I hate to break it to you, but they weren't the good guys then, and they aren't now.

Now I'm not saying that conservatives haven't ever done anything good. They have! Lots of things! They were the yin to the

liberal yang! Both equal! Both wanted a great country, they just had different ideas about how to get there and stay there!

Well I hate to break it to you, but it ain't like that. It wasn't even like that THEN. While your happy ass was building A Life,

people were suffering and struggling. The whole time. Yep. But you didn't see them, and didn't have to worry about them,

really--did you?

All your heroes told you that BOTH SIDES wanted to run shit in the USA, and they were pretty evenly matched. Evenly

HUMAN, ultimately. Two sides of the same coin.

There were good and bad people on BOTH SIDES, but they were AMERICANS, AND WOULDN'T DO ANYTHING LIKE

WHAT Y'ALL

ARE TALKING ABOUT. THEY JUST WOULDN'T.

Well guess what? People really are as evil as they are allowed to be, unchecked. They try to be good. They go to CHURCH,

and pay their TAXES, and go the speed limit, and donate to THE SALVATION ARMY, OK???

But when stupid amounts of money and power are part of the equation, dangled enticingly just beyond your reach, you tell

yourself that this one little thing can't be so bad if it helps you get there. Right?

Well, those little things that aren't "so bad" follow an exponential path. It starts off with a couple of little white lies on your tax

return, and culminates with

--SUPPORTING A MOBSTER PRESIDENT WHO TRIED TO ASSASSINATE HIS OWN VICE PRESIDENT--

Now I won't re-hash how we got here. I'll just say we got here because you stopped paying attention, and THEY KNEW

THIS.

They knew that you trusted then and believed in them NO MATTER WHAT.

So they decided to go for it. And here we are. These people have tasted the good life and endless power, and have been

promised EVEN MORE if they just STAY IN LINE AND NEVER WAVER. TRUST THE PROCESS.

These people are dead inside. They are all in and can't get out. Their minds and their hearts are twisted, and the truth is do

evil that they can't even acknowledge it anymore themselves. Not even in the deepest parts of their hearts and souls.

Because to to that, you'd have to admit, even if only to yourself, that THIS ISN'T RIGHT.

Here's the root of the root, and the bud of the bud: THEY CAN'T.

UNTIL THIS IS UNDERSTOOD, THEY WILL CONTINUE ALONG THEIR PATH,



AND FUCK ANYONE WHO STANDS IN THEIR WAY. FUCK. ANYONE.

I hope to God it's not too late. I think we still have a chance. We can DO THIS. We still can, if you will just WAKE UP.

PLEASE WAKE UP. WE NEED YOU.

Thanks in advance,

Sincerely,

The World
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